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Letter to Educators:  

 

Please join the Office of CLRI and the Buffalo Public Schools in honoring, celebrating, and reflecting upon the rich 

history and culture of Latino & Hispanic Americans throughout Hispanic Heritage Month.  What began as a one-week 

celebration in 1968 is now celebrated for a full month between the dates of September 15th and October 15th as a   

way to honor and recognize the immeasurable contributions and significant cultural influences that Hispanic 

Americans have had on the development of our nation.   

 

The starting date of September 15th is important as it marks the independence day of five Latin American 

 countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and Honduras each of whom declared independence in  

1821. Additionally, the independence days of Mexico and Chile fall soon after on September 16th and September 18th 

respectively.  

 

We would like to acknowledge and give a resounding thank you to our esteemed Board of Education, Superintendent 

Williams, parents, community members, teachers, and building administrators for their support, commitment, and 

creativity in ensuring that joy and historical accuracy are centered in the lives of ALL our students. 

 A very special thank you to the Office of CLRI for the development of these lessons.  
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Celebrating Hispanic Heritage, 

History, and Culture 
DURING HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH AND EVERYDAY 

 
Please note that while many of these resources highlight the national celebration of Hispanic Heritage 

Month from September 15th to October 15th, these resources provide a wonderful opportunity for students 
to positively see themselves, their histories, and the important contributions of Hispanic and Latinx 

peoples. Through connecting students’ learning in the current curriculum with key themes and ideas from 
these resources, you and your students will engage in celebrating Hispanic heritage, history, and culture 

throughout the entire year. 

 

  Resources: 

• Hispanic Heritage Council of WNY – Information, resources, and events with a focus on local Western 
New York connections. 

• National Archives: Hispanic Heritage Month Teacher Resources – Explore selected national resources 
celebrating Hispanic and Latinx history, heritage, and culture. Sources include: The Library of Congress, 
National Archives, National Endowment for the Humanities, National Gallery of Art, National Park Service, 
and the Smithsonian Institution. 

• Smithsonian National Museum of the American Latino: Bilingual Resources and Materials – Engage 
in activities to enhance the classroom learning experience and share resources for at-home activities. 

• National Endowment for the Humanities: Hispanic and Latino Heritage and History in the United 
States – Foster critical thinking skills and courageous conversations using K-12 lessons and guiding 
questions that encourage students to consider the lasting contributions of Hispanic people and groups to 
the culture and history of the United States. 

• Common Sense Education: Learning Resources for Hispanic Heritage Month – Use these lessons 
and activities to shine a light on the critical contributions, rich culture, and long history of Hispanic and Latinx 
Americans. 

• Poets.org: Poems for Hispanic Heritage Month – Celebrate the rich tradition of poetry from Hispanic and 
Latinx poets through this selection of poems, essays, and multimedia features. 

• Teaching Central America: Selected Poems and Literary Works – Poems for elementary and high school 
reading levels in English and Spanish 

• Hispanic Engineers and Scientists to Learn More About – Learn about the important contributions 
Hispanic and Latinx scientists and engineers have made to science history, as well as help students see 
themselves in future STEM careers by learning about a diverse range of scientists and engineers. 

• Celebrating Latinx Scientists and Their Work – Use the groundbreaking discoveries of Latinx scientists 
to engage in STEM focused activities and experiments (middle and high school focus). 

• STEM Read Alouds and Activities for Hispanic Heritage Month – Celebrate the legacy of four 
dynamic Hispanic figures, including: Frida Kahlo, Pelé (Edson Arantes do Nascimento), Roberto Clemente, 
and Sonia Sotomayor. 

 

 

  

https://hispanicheritagewny.org/
https://www.hispanicheritagemonth.gov/for-teachers
https://latino.si.edu/learn/teaching-and-learning-resources/bilingual-materials
https://edsitement.neh.gov/teachers-guides/hispanic-heritage-and-history-united-states
https://edsitement.neh.gov/teachers-guides/hispanic-heritage-and-history-united-states
https://www.commonsense.org/education/articles/free-learning-resources-for-hispanic-heritage-month
https://poets.org/hispanic-heritage-month
https://www.teachingcentralamerica.org/poetry-prose/elementary
https://www.teachingcentralamerica.org/poetry-prose/high-school
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/blog/hispanic-scientists-engineers
https://www.vernier.com/2021/09/10/celebrating-latinx-scientists-and-their-work-resources-for-your-classroom/
https://carlyandadam.com/thecarlyandadam/4-read-alouds-and-stem-challenges-for-hispanic-heritage-month


OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  

Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: PK- 1   
Lesson: Azul: Mira el Azul Que te Rodea 
Duration: 45 minutes 
Link to PPT: PK-1 Azul/Blue: Mira el azul que te rodea/Seeing Blue All Around Us.pptx 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write ∙ All Students Explain Their Thinking ∙ 

All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE: Azul: Mira el azul que te rodea / Blue: Seeing Blue All Around Us 

 

SUMMARY: The featured text, written in English and Spanish, for this lesson introduces common objects that 

are blue in color, including blueberries, bluebirds, and blue jeans. Written in English and Spanish. In this lesson, 

students will draw pictures next to the Spanish words and verbally share out their activity by pointing to the 

pictures and saying the Spanish words. 

 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 

● explore and discuss the meaning of words in Spanish and in English. 
● draw a visual image (picture) to represent the meaning of Spanish words. 
● verbally say the Spanish words and point to the corresponding picture that they drew. 
● describe strategies for communicating with someone who does not speak the same language. 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● How does it feel when you do not understand something someone is saying? 
● How can we communicate (talk with) each other if we do not speak the same language? 
● What is special about someone who is able to speak another language? 

 

NYS STANDARDS 

ELA  

● PKL5: Explore and discuss word relationships and word meanings. 
● KL5: Explore and discuss word relationships and word meanings. 
● 1L5: Demonstrate understanding of word relationships and nuances in word meanings. 

 

Social Studies 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1FuxmvlYrm6lpem8LBIlGJszFT_KlaqUJ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110798130119215568542&rtpof=true&sd=true


● K.1: Children’s sense of self is shaped by experiences that are unique to them and their families, and by 
common experiences shared by a community or nation.  

● 1.1: Language, beliefs, customs, and traditions help shape the identity and culture of a family and a 
community. 

 

 

 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES  

Discuss one or two of these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them. 

A recommended principle for discussion is in bold. 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, immigration 
status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable and 

growing. 
● Black Men: We are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over sexualization, 

criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we are committed to 

dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, and the senseless killing 

of unarmed Black and brown men. 

Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 

VOCABULARY 

Explicitly teach the vocabulary in the launch and use the pictures in the anchor text to enhance understanding.  

 

● azul: the color blue 
● ballena: whale 
● arándanos: blueberries 
● ranas: frog 
● pajaro: bird 
● mariposas: butterfly 
● gorras: hat 
● pantalones: pants 
● carteros: mail carrier 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing


LAUNCH (10 min) 

1. Greet students by saying, “Buenos días!”  (Good morning!) 

● Discuss with students that this is a polite greeting in Spanish and have them practice saying, 

“Buenos días!” with their classmates. 

 

2. Share with students that they will be hearing other Spanish words throughout the lesson. 

● Please consider your student population. You may already have students in your class who 

speak Spanish. Some options to consider: pairing students up – a student who is a Spanish 

speaker or who is familiar with the Spanish language paired with a non-Spanish speaker; 

creating a role of co-teacher for this lesson, where the student or students can “teach” this 

lesson with you. 

 

3. Have students listen to the song: Buenos Dias to gain familiarity with other greetings in Spanish. 

 

4. Use PPT slides 7-9 to review vocabulary words with the Spanish and English word one at a time. (azul, 

ballena, arándanos, ranas, pajaro, mariposas, gorras, pantalones, and carteros) 

● Have students say each word in English, then repeat in Spanish.  

TEXT  

Title: Azul/Blue: Mira el azul que te rodea/Seeing Blue All Around Us 

By: Sarah L. Schuette 

 

Text & Read aloud available on myON 

(If you are already logged in to myOn, the story will automatically upload.) 

 

Summary: This book introduces some common objects that are blue in color 

including blueberries, bluebirds, and blue jeans. It is written in English and Spanish. 

 

Video Link (1:12) –  Los Colores 

 

Video Link (2:08) –  Greetings in Spanish & English 

 

Appendix A: Color Matching Images 

 

Appendix B: Spanish/English Words 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iJfyD_tuf4
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=cose_blue_f07
https://youtu.be/zpLQSdu4V94
https://youtu.be/5iJfyD_tuf4


Appendix C: Matching Worksheet 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (25 min) 

  

5. Show students the cover of the book, Azul, and ask students the following questions. Chart students’ 

responses as necessary: 

● What do you think this book is about? 

● When you look at the cover, what gives you clues as to what the book is about? 

● Do you speak Spanish at home or know anyone who speaks Spanish? 

● Do you know any Spanish words? 

 

6. Read the story, Azul. ( video read aloud.) 

● Have students repeat some of the Spanish words they heard. 

● Compliment them on their listening and communication skills. 

 

7. Place pictures of the object images from the story (Appendix A) in front of the students. 

● Say each Spanish word from the vocabulary list and have the students find the image. 

 

8. Next, have the students match the English and Spanish words to the images. 

● Model with one example. 

● Encourage students to read the word after placing it on the correct picture. 

● If students are having difficulty, repeat the Spanish word and then act out that word to support 

the students with understanding the word’s meaning. For example, for pantalones, act out 

putting pants on.  

● The matching activity can be done whole group, small group, or in pairs. 

●  Students will match the pictures using the worksheet – Appendix C. 

 

9. Complete the matching activity until all of the pictures are matched with the Spanish/English word.  

 

CLOSURE (10 min) 

10. Students demonstrate their understanding of the Spanish words used in the featured text and lesson activity 

by choosing 2 Spanish words and drawing a picture for each. 

● Students will verbally share their work with the class.  

 

11. Close the lesson with the following questions: 

● How did it feel when you did not know the meaning of the Spanish words? 
● Today, we matched pictures with the Spanish words. How can you communicate with someone if 

you do not speak the same language? 
● What is special about someone who is able to speak another language? 

https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=cose_blue_f07


 

12.  End by playing the video: Bueno Dias and encouraging the students to dance and sing to the music. 

DIFFERENTIATION 

● Review and revisit the vocabulary multiple times; encourage students to actively say the vocabulary 
words aloud. 

● Use visual aids to explain lesson vocabulary. 

● Use the vocabulary words in a context and actively involve the students in reciting the words. 

● Think-pair-share and thumbs up/thumbs down may be used to support students’ with oral discussions. 
● Writing Differentiation: 

o Pre-writers: Draw pictures and dictate responses to a teacher/adult. 
o Emergent writers: Attempt to label items in their pictures. 
o Early writers/Writers: Use the sentence starter or sentence frame and fill in the blanks. 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

How will you incorporate Specially Designed Instruction strategies? 

(Intentionally left blank—for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

Title: Azul/Blue: Mira el azul que te rodea/Seeing Blue All Around Us 

Read aloud available on myON 

(If you are already logged in to myOn, the story will automatically upload.) 

 

Video Link (1:12) –  Los Colores 

 

Video Link (2:08) –  Buenos Dias 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iJfyD_tuf4
https://www.myon.com/reader/index.html?a=cose_blue_f07
https://youtu.be/zpLQSdu4V94
https://youtu.be/5iJfyD_tuf4


TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 

 

  



Appendix A: Color Matching Images 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

  



 

  



Appendix B: Spanish/English Words 

 

azul blue 

ballena whale 

arándanos blueberries 

ranas frog 

pajaro bird 

mariposas butterfly 

gorras hat 

pantalones pants 

carteros mail carrier 
 

  



Appendix C: Matching Activity 

Name________________________________________________ 

Directions: Match the Spanish word with the English word. 

azul    
pants 

ballena   
blueberries 

arándanos  
bird 

ranas  
blue 

pajaro    
hat 

mariposa  
butterfly 

gorras  
mail carrier 

pantalones  
whale 

carteros  
frog 

 



OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: 2-4 
Lesson: Parrots of Puerto RIco 
Duration: 45-90 minutes 
Link to PPT: 2-4 Parrots of Puerto Rico.pptx 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity – All Students Read – All Students Write – 

 All Students Explain Their Thinking – All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content - Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE:  Parrots of Puerto Rico 

 

SUMMARY:  

In this lesson, students learn how the island of Puerto Rico has become what it is today, through the people 

that inhabited the island hundreds of years ago. Students use a timeline to sequence important events 

related to the endangerment of the parrots and historical events that took place over time in Puerto Rico. In 

closing, students will choose an event from the timeline, write a brief summary explaining what happened, 

the effect that it had on the parrots of Puerto Rico, and why the parrot is important to Puerto Rican culture. 

 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 

● sequence historical events to show how Puerto Rico became what it is today. 

● write a summary describing why the parrot is important to Puerto Rican culture. 

● explain how the parrots of Puerto became endangered. 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● How did Puerto Rico change over time for both people and the parrots? 

● What impact did humans have on parrots? 

● What do you think the authors want you to learn about Puerto Rico? 

NYS STANDARDS 

ELA 

●  RI.2.3/RI.3.3/4.3: Describe the connection between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 

concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text. 

● W.2.8: Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer 
a question. 

● W.3.4/4.4: With guidance and support from adults, produce writing in which the development and 
organization are appropriate to task and purpose. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HNhRxyM6zla0lhhLvtjb3OVAkxziJWy2/edit#slide=id.p2


SS  

● 3.3: Geographic factors often influence where people settle and form communities. People adapt to 

and modify  their environment in different ways to meet their needs.  

● 2.5c: Humans modify the environment of their communities through housing, transportation 

systems, schools,  marketplaces, and recreation areas.  

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Discuss these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them. 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across cultures. 
● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing. 
● Black Men: We are committed to building a Black man affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men.  

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles   

 

 

VOCABULARY 

● flock: several birds of one kind feeding, resting, or traveling together. 
● vanished: disappear suddenly and completely. 
● Taino: The Taíno people are a subgroup of the Arawak Indians.  They inhabited the Greater Antilles 

(comprising Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola [Haiti and the Dominican Republic], and Puerto Rico) in the 
Caribbean Sea. 

● invaded: enter (a place, situation, or sphere of activity) in large numbers, especially with intrusive 
effect. 

● territory: a geographical area belonging to or under the rule of a government.  
● thrasher: an American bird (as the common reddish-brown thrasher) related to the mockingbird and 

noted for its song. 
● fledgling: a young bird 
● commonwealth: a community of people 
● toil: hard and continuous work 
● artificial: fake 
● vigilance: watching out for danger 
● endangered: threatened with danger 
● rural: the countryside; an area with few houses and with many trees and greenery 
● environment: things that are in the same area; things that surround you 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view


TEXT AND RESOURCES 

Book Title: Parrots Over Puerto Rico 

Author: Cindy Trumbore 

Illustrator: Susan L. Roth 

 

LINK TO READ ALOUD: Parrots Over Puerto Rico 

LAUNCH (20 min) 

1. Engage students in the vocabulary activity: Vocabulary Four Corners. Post vocabulary words in each 

corner of the room (each corner will have multiple words). Implement the activity like a typical Four 

Corners, where students move to different corners of the room, each round. Call out a word and it’s 

definition each time kids move to another corner, ultimately all students getting “out”. Show 

pictures to enhance understanding. (Appendix E) 

2. Ask students: What do you know about Puerto Rico? What’s the weather like? Where is it located? 

What kinds of animals do you think live there? 

3. Chart student responses. (These notes can be revisited at the end of the lesson to document the 

learning.) 

4. Tell students that in today’s lesson they will be reading a book about Puerto Rico and some very 

special parrots that live there. Explain that these birds are special because they are endangered, 

which means that there’s not many of them that exist. Ask students if they know any other animals 

that are endangered. Show students the images of the parrots. Bring attention to the two images 

where the parrots have a tag on their neck. Ask students: Why do you think the parrot has a tag on 

their neck? (Appendix B) 

5. Show students where Puerto Rico is in relation to Buffalo. Launch Google Earth or use a map. 

(Appendix B). 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (50 min) 

6. Provide students with the text via Read Aloud: Parrots Over Puerto Rico 

Read the story or use the read aloud Parrots Over Puerto Rico (18:48 mins), pausing at the 

designated stopping points described below. 

 

https://youtu.be/vvOAJU4MaK0
https://youtu.be/vvOAJU4MaK0


7. Tell students to take a picture walk. Ask students: Do you think this book will be fiction or 

nonfiction? Why do you think so? What clues do the author and illustrator give to help you know 

whether this book will be fiction or nonfiction? What’s the difference between fiction and 

nonfiction? 

 

8. Provide students with the Story Timeline  (Appendix C) and display a copy on the board to guide 

students in completing the timeline as you read the book. Students should be using the text boxes to 

write information that corresponds to that year. Adapt the steps and completion of the timeline 

based on student readiness. The steps below are designated pages to stop for questions, discussion 

and to fill in a space on the timeline: 

 

● On the page (Long before people…)  

o Ask students: What do you notice about this illustration? (illicit observations about 

space and lots of birds, no people, etc.) 

● On the page (Around 5000BCE…)  

o Add the event for 5000BCE: people came to the island.  

o Ask students to look at the illustration: What has changed from the first illustrations 

to this one? 

o Add the event for 800CE: Tainos arrived - they kept parrots as pets and gave them the 

name “iguaca”. 

● On the page (Christopher Columbus sailed…)  
o What did the parrots have to do once hurricanes passed? 
o Add event for 1493: Christopher Columbus arrived and claimed the land for Spain.   

● On the page (In the treetops…) 
o Ask: What is going on in this picture? (more people, fewer parrots, diversity of 

people) 
o Add the event for 1513: Enslaved Africans were brought to the island. 

● On the page (Iguaca! Iguaca! For centuries…) 
o Ask: What were the parrots trying to protect themselves from? 
o Add the event for 1539: A tall fort was built to protect the island from other people. 

● On the page (In 1898, the United States declared war…) 
o Ask: What happened to the parrots nesting holes? 
o Add the event for 1898: The U.S. and Spain fought over Puerto Rico and the U.S. won, 

the island became a US territory. 
o Add the event for 1917: Puerto Ricans become U.S. citizens. 

● On the page (The parrots began to disappear…) 
o Ask: What started happening to the parrots? What caused this to happen? 
o Ask: Where did Puerto Ricans move to? 
o Add the event for 1937: Only 2,000 Puerto Rican parrots living in the rainforest. 

● On page (In the 1950s…) 
o Ask “What is going on in this illustration?” (other birds, birds fighting, not a lot of 

forest space, lots of buildings, two flags)  
o Ask: What moved into the rainforest? How many parrots were left? 
o Add event for 1954: Puerto Rico elected their first governor and became a 

commonwealth. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Za4In4pSL1CThxUIonwLmI7ZMgLLxUCq/view?usp=sharing


9. Provide time for students to complete the timeline while asking the following questions: How do you 

feel about that story? There were two stories being told at the same time. What were the two 

stories about? (the history of Puerto Rico and about the endangered parrots in Puerto Rico)  

 

10. Revisit the chart from the launch and add to it based on student responses to the question: What do 

you think the authors want you to learn about Puerto Rico? 

 

11. Ask the following essential questions before moving onto the closure: 

● How did Puerto Rico change over time for both people and the parrots? 

● What impact did humans have on parrots? 

CLOSURE (20 min) 

12. Writing Activity: (Appendix D) 

● Have students choose an event from the timeline and: 

o write a brief summary explaining what happened. 

o the effect that it had on the parrots of Puerto Rico. 

o why the parrot is important to Puerto Rican culture. 

DIFFERENTIATION 

●   Using audio/read aloud when available. 

● Use pictures to accompany vocabulary. 

● Chunk sections of text and pose questions to guide understanding 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by transferring 
specific  questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase student engagement.  

Schoology:  

● Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and engagement about  
the lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the door/exit ticket, to stimulate  
conversation around the essential questions, respond to an article/video, etc. Additionally, 
ask  students to comment on a classmate’s response after posting their own.  

● Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in person for grading  



purposes.  

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher thoughts prior to the lesson 

 

 

Teacher thoughts following the lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDICES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX A 

 

 
 

 

  

 

  



APPENDIX B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



APPENDIX C 

 



Directions: Choose an event from the book Parrots Over Puerto Rico. Explain how the event 

affected the parrots living in Puerto Rico. Draw a picture of the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Event: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

How did it affect the parrots of Puerto Rico? 

 

It affected the parrots of Puerto by ___________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  



APPENDIX E 

Flock 

 

 

Vanished 

 

 

 

Taino 

 

 

 

 

 



Invaded 

 

 

Territory  

 

 



Citizen 

 

 

Thrasher 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Toil 

 

 

Artificial 

 

Vigilance 

 

 

 



 

Endangered 

 

Rural 

 

Fledgling 

 

 

 



 

OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY  

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES   

Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: 5- 6 
Lesson: Latinx Heritage Month 
Duration: 45 minutes 
Link to PPT:: 5-6 Latinx Hispanic Heritage Month 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES  

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity – All Students Read – All Students Write – 

 All Students Explain Their Thinking – All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content - Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE: Latinx Hispanic Heritage Month: Music and Dance  

SUMMARY: National Hispanic Heritage Month is a period from September 15th to October 15th in the 

United States for recognizing the contributions and influence of Hispanic Americans to the history, culture 

and expression of art through their dance and music, among several things. Students will explore the 

history of this time and how it is celebrated in Western New York.  

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to:  

● explore the history of Hispanic Heritage Month and how it is celebrated in WNY.  
● present their findings on how art and dance contribute to the celebration of Hispanic Heritage 

Month.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● What is the purpose and importance within the WNY community in celebrating National Hispanic 
Heritage month?  

● How are the arts incorporated into the Hispanic/Latinx festivities?  
● What parts of this event are similar to events that your family partake in to celebrate your 

heritage?  

NYS STANDARDS  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R-Y_EsgoAnmOIufzp7x4NCJQC1lX3irxdDvn92-yKwA/edit#slide=id.p2


English Language Arts  

● RI.5.1/6.1: Quote accurately from a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when 

drawing inferences from the text.  

● W.5.8/6.8: Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information from print 

and digital sources.  

● L.5.6/6.6: Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific 
words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to 
comprehension or expression.  

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Discuss these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them. 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, 
gender identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or 
disbeliefs, immigration status, or location, matter.   

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual trust and 
understanding.   

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 
cultures.   

● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace.   
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is sustainable 

and growing.   
● Black Men: We are committed to building a Black man affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 

are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men.   

            *Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles   

 

VOCABULARY  

● Latinx: refers to people from Spain or Spanish-speaking countries, especially those of Latin 

American descent.  

● Hispanic: relating to Spain or to Spanish-speaking countries, especially those of Latin America.  

● Heritage: something that is handed down from the past, as a tradition: a national heritage 
of honor, pride, and courage. something that comes or belongs to one by reason of birth; 
an inherited lot or portion: a heritage of poverty and suffering.  

● Government Institution: A government is an institution entrusted with making and enforcing the  
rules of a society as well as with regulating relations with other societies. In order to be 

considered a government, a ruling body must be recognized as such by the people it 

purports to govern.  

LAUNCH (5 min)  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view


1. Facilitate a whole group discussion for students to respond to the following questions. This can 
be done in person, in a Teams messaging chat, in a live verbal Teams discussion or by Schoology 
submission.  

o What does the term Latinx mean? Who does it refer to?  

o What do you know about Latinx Heritage Month?  
  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

TEXT AND RESOURCES   

Text: What is Hispanic Heritage Month? (Appendix A) 

By: Selena Barrentios  

Summary: Hispanic Heritage Month is a time to applaud the accomplishments of 

Hispanic, Latinx, and Latino-identified communities.  

  

Video: The Puerto Rican and Hispanic Day Parade kick starts a celebration of 

diversity in Buffalo(2:42 mins)  

Summary: The Puerto Rican and Hispanic Day Association of WNY proudly 

returned to the parade and diverse celebration since the pandemic.  

  

Video:  Celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month (2:03 mins) Summary: 

Learn about this 30-day celebration.  

  

 

  

Appendix B: Wheel Graphic Organizer  

Appendix C: Jigsaw Graphic Organizer  

  

PROCEDURAL STEPS (35 min)  

2. Introduce the topic of Hispanic/Latinx Heritage Month to students: National Hispanic Heritage 
Month is a period from September 15 to October 15 in the United States for recognizing the 
contributions and influence of Hispanic Americans to the history, culture and expression of art 
through their dance and music.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JabRpR0nxUbmUWNiufiX8P6yrmNKv_ZP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JabRpR0nxUbmUWNiufiX8P6yrmNKv_ZP/view?usp=sharing
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/a33806428/what-latinx-means/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG7YqrCwbz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG7YqrCwbz8
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/a33636920/what-is-hispanic-heritage-month/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwUj65XXT9U
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/a33636920/what-is-hispanic-heritage-month/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRCM238pvfWFjTQksQXhzELfoH4SD9n1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRCM238pvfWFjTQksQXhzELfoH4SD9n1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-e5RcAIhy10z2PQffcW7AAfR6ir9b3E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-e5RcAIhy10z2PQffcW7AAfR6ir9b3E/view?usp=sharing


3. Pass out the Describing Wheel Graphic Organizer (Appendix B) and divide students into two 
groups. Each group will be responsible for using the text to find the answers to the questions 
below and record them onto the provided organizer.  

● Group 1:   
0 What is the purpose of establishing a heritage month?  
○ What is the purpose of it being held within the community?  

○ What is the significance of Hispanic/Latinx Heritage Month?  

○ Who is it meant to pay tribute to?  

○ What 5 countries are involved?  

○ What do people do to show their love for their heritage?  

○ What activities are included during the festivities?  

● Group 2:  
1 What is Hispanic Heritage Month?  
○ Why is it held annually in the United States?  

○ How are the arts incorporated into the festivities?  

○ What are the dates that each country celebrates?  Are they all on the same date?  

○ What part does music and dance play in this event?  

○ What US states have the largest Latino populations?   

 

   

4. Assign the reading from the title What is Latinx Heritage Month - Renaming? (Appendix A) 

Instruct students to first read independently. Guide students through a second read, chunking the 

text as necessary.   

5. Present the first video: Celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month 

  

6. Present the WNY video: The Puerto Rican and Hispanic Day Parade kick starts a celebration of diversity 

in Buffalo 

 

7. Allow time for students to research their topics, using the reading and video resources, the 

Jigsaw Graphic Organizer as well as any other materials that relate to the lesson. (Appendix C) 

*Suggestion: Allow students to work collaboratively to promote discussion and to support students 

who may need assistance with the reading.  

  

8. Have the students record the facts shared by the other group. This will promote engagement, 

listening skills and writing.  Students can be broken up into pairs for this activity (1 person from 

each group) or you can do this activity for the whole group and have a member from each group 

contribute during the presentation.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRCM238pvfWFjTQksQXhzELfoH4SD9n1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRCM238pvfWFjTQksQXhzELfoH4SD9n1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JabRpR0nxUbmUWNiufiX8P6yrmNKv_ZP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JabRpR0nxUbmUWNiufiX8P6yrmNKv_ZP/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwUj65XXT9U
https://www.facebook.com/Puertoricandayparadeofwny/?__tn__=%2Cd-UC-R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG7YqrCwbz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QG7YqrCwbz8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-e5RcAIhy10z2PQffcW7AAfR6ir9b3E/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11-e5RcAIhy10z2PQffcW7AAfR6ir9b3E/view?usp=sharing


 CLOSURE (5 min)  

 9. As an exit ticket, instruct students to respond to the following essential questions:   

• What is the purpose and importance within the WNY community in celebrating National Hispanic 
Heritage month?  

• How are the arts incorporated into the Hispanic/Latinx festivities?  
• What parts of this event are similar to events that your family partake in to celebrate your 

heritage?  
  

10. Collect graphic organizers as an assessment of the learning.  

  

 DIFFERENTIATION  

   

● Excerpts from the article can be pulled out to focus on specific areas.  
● Using audio when available.  
● Use pictures to accompany vocabulary.  
● Highlight vocabulary within the text.  
● Create a study guide/outline to accompany videos.  
● Chunk sections of text and pose questions to guide understanding.  

  

  

 

  

 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION  



 

3. Instruction  
• A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by 

transferring specific questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase 
student engagement.  

• Schoology: Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and 
engagement about the lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the door/exit 
ticket, to stimulate conversation around the essential questions, respond to an 
article/video, etc. Additionally, ask students to comment on a classmate’s response after 
posting their own.  

o Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in person 
for grading purposes.  

o Teams: Use the chat section how you would use Schoology’s discussion feature 
above. 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson   

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson  

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A  



Title: What is Hispanic Heritage Month?  

By: Selena 

Barrentios   

What is Hispanic Heritage Month?  

Across the United States, Hispanics celebrate their heritage each and every day through 

their cuisine, music, shows, and more. From Jennifer Lopez to Guillermo del Toro to  

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Hispanics bring their one-of-a-kind perspective to different spaces, 

continuously redefining what America represents. September 15 marks the beginning of 

Hispanic Heritage Month, a time to applaud the accomplishments of Hispanic, Latinx, and 

Latino-identified communities, and spotlight an array of beautiful cultures and backgrounds.  

 Hispanic Heritage Month is a time to recognize the impactful contributions and influence 

Hispanics have had on the United States. According to the official website, the month is 

meant to “[pay] tribute to the generations of Hispanic Americans who have positively 

influenced and enriched our nation and society.”  

 As of 2019, Hispanics make up the country’s largest minority group with a total population 

of 60.6 million. This makes up 18% of the U.S. population, with New York, California, Texas, 

and Florida among the states with more than a million Hispanic residents.  

   

When is Hispanic Heritage Month?  

Hispanic Heritage Month is observed from  

September 15 to October 15 every year. The 

start date is historically significant because it 

marks the Independence Day of five Latin 

American countries: Costa Rica, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. The 

following day, September 16, is Mexico's 

Independence Day, while Chile celebrates their 

independence on September 18, and Belize on 

September 21.  

In addition, on October 12, Mexicans reclaim Columbus Day as the Día de la Raza (Race Day),  

https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/food-recipes/g3674/best-mexican-recipes/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/entertainment/a30152047/jennifer-lopez-alex-rodriguez-wedding-plans/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/entertainment/a30152047/jennifer-lopez-alex-rodriguez-wedding-plans/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/entertainment/a30152047/jennifer-lopez-alex-rodriguez-wedding-plans/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0868219/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0868219/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0868219/
https://ocasio-cortez.house.gov/
https://ocasio-cortez.house.gov/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/a33806428/what-latinx-means/
https://hispanicheritagemonth.gov/
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/facts-for-features/2019/hispanic-heritage-month.html
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/facts-for-features/2019/hispanic-heritage-month.html
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/facts-for-features/2019/hispanic-heritage-month.html
https://www.hispanicheritagemonth.gov/about/
https://www.hispanicheritagemonth.gov/about/
https://www.britannica.com/place/Mexico/Holidays-and-festivals#ref922421


 

 

which r recognizes "the mixed indigenous and European heritage of Mexico."   

  

What is the History of Hispanic Heritage Month?  

In 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the  National Hispanic Heritage Wee k   bill into  

law. Nearly two decades later, in 1987,  a Representative Esteban Torres of Californi   

submitted a bill to expand it into Hispanic Heritage Month.  

“We want the public to know that we share a legacy with the rest of the country, a legacy  

that includes artists, writers, Olympic champions, and leaders in business, government,  

cinema, and science,”  he said.   

The California representative  

believed that the month-long  

celebration would “allow our  

nation to properly observe and  

coordinate events and activities to  

celebrate Hispanic culture and  

achievement.”  

Although his bill wouldn’t come to  

fruition,    Senator Paul Simon of 

Illinoi s   later submitted a similar  

one which successfully passed  

Congress. President Ronald  

Reagan signed it into law on  

August 17, 1988.  

  

Who celebrates Hispanic Heritage Month?  

Hispanic Heritage Month celebrates “the histories, cultures, and contributions of American  

citizens whose ancestors came from Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean, and Central and South  

America,”   The U.S. Census elaborates that it’s observed by “ per the official website. Spanish - 

speaking nation s . ”   

While the terms "Hispanic" and "Latino" are interchangeably used, their difference lies in the  



 

  

  

  

Appendix B  

  

 

primary language spoken. Hispanic describes “ a person from   —   or  w hose ancestors were   

from — a Spanish-speaking land or cultur e . ” This excludes Brazil because  Portugues e   is the  

official language, but it includes Spain. Meanwhile, Latino, Latina, and  Latin x   describe a  

person from Latin America, which includes Brazil, but excludes Spain.  

  

All in all, there are  more   

  than a dozen Hispanic 

s countrie   and one  

territory: Argentina,  

Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,  

Costa Rica, Cuba,  

Dominican Republic,  

Ecuador, El Salvador,  

Guatemala, Honduras,  

Mexico, Nicaragua,  

Panama, Paraguay, Peru,  

Puerto Rico, Spain,  

Uruguay, and Venezuela.  

However, many are  

calling for the celebration to be renamed   h Latinx Heritage Mont  which would include  , 

people who speak indigenous languages as well as Brazilians who speak Portuguese.  

  

Aside from individuals celebrating all month long, a range of  government institution s   also  

observe Hispanic Heritage Month: The Library of Congress, National Gallery of Art,  

Smithsonian Institution, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, National Archives and  

Records Administration, National Endowment for the Humanities, and the National Park  

Service.  

  

  



  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix C  

             Name:                                 Jigsaw Graphic Organizer  
My Expert Group  My Jigsaw Group  

I am an expert on…  

  

  

  

Topic covered by my Jigsaw group…  

Three things I learned from my research, 

that I want to share:  

  

1.  

  

 

  

 

 

2.   

  

 

 

 

  

3.  

  

  

At least 3 things I learned from my jigsaw group:  

  

1.  

  

 

 

  

2.  

  

 

 

  

3.  

  

  

  

 

 

  

Something cool I saw or heard from this group or a question I 

have about this topic:  

  

  

  

  



 OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: 7-8 
Lesson: Modernization and Mi Quinceañera 
Duration: 45-minute lesson 
PPT: 7-8 Modernization and Mi Quinceanera.pptx 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity – All Students Read – All Students Write – 

 All Students Explain Their Thinking – All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content - Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE:   Modernization and Mi Quinceañera 

 

SUMMARY:  In this lesson, students will use a vocabulary organizer to better understand and define 

quinceañera. They will close read to describe the history and importance of the quinceañera in Puerto Rican 

culture.  Then they will communicate and collaborate with their diverse peers in a text-based discussion 

about the perspective of different generations of Puerto Rican Latinos on quinceañera. Finally, they will 

make and support a claim about the impacts of modernization on Puerto Rican customs and traditions. 

 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 

● define quinceañera and modernization  

● make and support a claim about the impacts of modernization on Puerto Rican customs 
and  traditions 

● describe the history and importance of the quinceañera in Puerto Rican culture.  
● communicate and collaborate with diverse peers in a text-based discussion about the perspective 

of  different generations of Puerto Rican Latinos on quinceañera. 
 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● What is a quinceañera? 

● When did quinceañera become a tradition and why are they an important part of the Puerto Rican 

culture? 

● What is the best way to communicate and collaborate with diverse peers in a text-based discussion 
about the perspective of different generations of Puerto Rican Latinos on quinceañera? 

● What impacts has modernization had on Puerto RIcan customs and traditions such as quinceañera? 

 

NYS STANDARDS 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1na1CcZrGXbZm-USsgwUA1GIeRMwjcmvG/edit#slide=id.p2


English Language Arts 

●  7R9: Make connections to other texts, ideas, cultural perspectives, eras, and personal experiences.  

● (RI&RL) 7W1: Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and relevant evidence.  

● 8W5: Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

  

Social Studies 

●  8.9 DOMESTIC POLITICS AND REFORM: The civil rights movement and the Great Society were 

attempts by people and the government to address major social, legal, economic, and 

environmental problems. Subsequent economic recession called for a new economic program. 

(Standards: 1, 4, 5; Themes: TCC, SOC, CIV, ECO) 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Discuss the lesson related, bolded principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, 

gender identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or 

disbeliefs, immigration status, or location, matter.  

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual 

trust and understanding.  

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 

cultures.  

● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace.  

● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is 

sustainable and growing.  

● Black Men we are committed to building a Black man affirming space. We reject the over sexualization, 

criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we are committed to 

dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, and the senseless killing 

of unarmed Black and brown men.  

 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 

VOCABULARY 

●  Quinceañera- traditional fifteenth Birthday party celebration, coming-out ball for Latina girls who 

have  reached their 15th birthday   

● modernization- the transformation from a traditional, rural, agrarian society to a secular, urban, 

industrial  society.  

*Students may also review and utilize the vocabulary reference sheets that follow each text to better 

understand the Spanish language term and other key vocabulary. 

TEXT AND RESOURCES 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view


Text Title: My Name Is Gladys 

Author: Alma Flor Ada and F Isabel Campoy 

Summary:  This poem explores the ideas of a young Puerto Rican Latina whose fondest wish is for 

something other than a fancy coming-of-age party, or quinceañera, when she turns 15.  

 

Text Title: The Pride of Being Boricua 

Author: Alma Flor Ada and F Isabel Campoy 

Summary:  This short informational essay provides historical and social context, broadening themes such as 

indigenous roots, immigration, assimilation, U.S.-Cuban relations, Spanish American War, Spanish Civil War, 

the life of migrant farmworkers, and biodiversity.  

 

 

 

LAUNCH (10 min) 

1. Introduce and review with students the Confirm-Challenge-Question note catcher (Appendix A) 

2. Review the essential questions and ask students: “What impacts has modernization had on Puerto 

Rican costumes and traditions such as quinceañera? 

a. Ask students to stop as we watch, read, analyze, and discuss to jot down notes on their note 

catcher when they find evidence to answer one or more of the essential questions. 

3. Use the Frayer Model graphs (APPENDIX B) to support students with their acquisition and 

application  of the vocab terms: quinceañera and modernization. Review Frayer models and 

check for  understanding. Clarify these terms and provide additional support if necessary.   

 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (30 min) 

4.  With students, watch and analyze the video: A Glimpse into a Centuries-old Tradition Celebrated in  

Baltimore's Latino Communities 

a. Take brief notes to complete the first section of the Confirm Challenge-Question note 

catcher. Check note catchers for understanding. Clarify and provide additional  support and 

time to add evidence if necessary.  

 

5. With students, read aloud the poem: My Name Is Gladys (Appendix C).  Take brief notes to complete 

the note catcher. Check note catchers for understanding. Clarify and provide additional  support and 

time to add evidence if necessary. Use the Spanish vocabulary reference sheet for  vocabulary 

support. 

 

https://www.baltimoresun.com/features/bs-md-quinces-20190521-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/features/bs-md-quinces-20190521-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/features/bs-md-quinces-20190521-story.html
https://www.baltimoresun.com/features/bs-md-quinces-20190521-story.html


6. With students, read aloud the poem: The Pride of Being Boricua (Appendix D).  Take brief notes to 

complete the note catcher. Check note catchers for understanding. Clarify and provide additional  

support and time to add evidence if necessary. Use the Spanish vocabulary reference sheet for  

vocabulary support. 

 

7. After completion of the note catcher, utilize a peer engagement protocol such as text think-pair-

share or numbered heads together, to have students review and share out the information they 

included.  

CLOSURE (5 min) 

8. Writing Assessment: Short Response (Appendix E)  

a. What impacts has modernization had on Puerto Rican customs and traditions such as 
quinceañera? Please be sure to use at least two pieces of evidence from the text(s) or 
your Confirm-Challenge-Question note catcher to support your response.  

b. Assessment should be presented and discussed during closure.  Teacher can assign as 
independent homework or include the writing piece into the following day’s lesson. 

9. OPTION B:  
a.  Creative assessment – form of choice (poem, stream of consciousness, skit, etc.) What 

advice would you give to Gladys about her quinceañera? 
 

DIFFERENTIATION 

Provide sentence starters for class discussion  

● Provide scaffolded short response templates  

● Provide language translation  

● Provide large print version  

● Use strategic peer groupings 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

TECHNOLOGY  INSTRUCTION 

A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by transferring 
specific  questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase student engagement.  

Schoology:  

● Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and engagement about  
the lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the door/exit ticket, to stimulate  
conversation around the essential questions, respond to an article/video, etc. Additionally, 



ask  students to comment on a classmate’s response after posting their own.  

● Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in person for grading  
purposes.  

● Teams: Use the chat section how you would use Schoology’s discussion feature above 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher thoughts prior to the lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher thoughts following the lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX A:  

CONFIRM-CHALLENGE-QUESTION NOTE CATCHER 



 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX B: Frayer Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX C:  

MY NAME IS GLADYS  

I am Puerto Rican.  

I live in Philadelphia.  

I am Latina.  

My mother is so busy with my sister’s quinces. 
She keeps calling on me to help.  

“Gladys, ven hijita, por favor.”  

Yolanda’s quinceañera party  

is all we have been talking about  

in my family  

for the longest time.  

It’s all about  

the dress,  

the tiara,  

the cake,  

the music,  

the court of fourteen boys and girls 
that will accompany her  

in her rite of passage,  

when all of a sudden  

everyone will agree  

she is no longer a girl  

but a full-grown woman.  

I love parties  

with good music —  

dancing lets me feel so free —  

and there’s no question  

Yolanda will be lovely  

in her full, long dress.  

“Just like a princess,”  

they all said when she tried it on.  

Mom, Abuelita, las tías y las primas, 
everyone was repeating,  

“Como una princesa.”  

I will not say anything  

until the party is over.  

I plan to dance  

all night long.  

But when Mami  

begins to talk  

about mis quinces —  

and I’m sure  

she will begin soon —  

I’ll tell her 



the family does not need  

to go broke again.  

I love to dance,  

but I don’t need  

an elaborate party —  

a quinceañera production —  

to know I’m becoming a woman.  

I just don’t believe it happens  

in one day —  

and what I want is something else.  

I want Dad to stop saying  

that it’s not a good idea  

to go to college.  

“Why all that study, m’hijita?  

Why go through all that?  

You need to learn to be a good wife,  

hijita, a good mother, and that’s that.”  

I don’t know if I will be a wife.  

That requires finding someone, someday. 
And if I become a mother,  

I would try to be  

as good as mine.  

But before that  

I need to become all I can be.  

I want to go to college  

and study.  

I know it costs a lot,  

and I’m not asking for the money.  

I only ask that you not discourage me,  

not make things any harder for me.  

I will apply for work-study, loans, and scholarships, 
like the counselor explained.  

She insisted that  

I must get very good grades  

in junior high, so I will be well prepared for high school. 
Encouragement to go on,  

to succeed, to do better than my parents, as 
they did better than theirs.  

Going to college is my dream.  

I want my parents  

to encourage me.  

That’s the quinces gift  

that I want. 
 

 



“My Name is Gladys”  
-Key Vocabulary Reference Sheet  

quinces  fifteenth, as in fifteenth birthday 

ven hijita, por favor  Come little girl, please. 

quinceañera  fifteenth Birthday party celebration, coming-out ball  for Latina girls who 
have reached their 15th birthday 

Abuelita  grandma, granny 

las tías y las primas  aunts and cousins 

Como una princesa  Like a princess 

mis quinces  my fifteenth 

m’hijita  my young lady, young lady 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX D: 

The Pride of Being Boricua   

The Spanish American war also affected Puerto   

Rico. The United States demanded as war prizes  

the last of Spain’s colonies: The Philippines, Guam,   

and the Mariana islands in the Pacific; and Puerto   

Rico and the Virgin Islands in the Caribbean.   

Puerto Rico became part of the US   

Commonwealth, which also includes Guam and the   

Mariana islands. The United States owns Puerto   

Rico, but it is not a state. Puerto Rican’s are citizens   

of the United States, but they cannot vote in   

presidential elections.   

Some Puerto Ricans believe the island should become independent, since it has all the elements that usually  

define a nation: its own territory, language, culture, history, and traditions. Others prefer the status quo,  noting 

that if Puerto Rico were an independent nation, Puerto Rican’s would no longer be US citizens. A third  group feels 

that, after so many years of Association with the United States, Puerto Rico should become a state,  with the same 

rights as Hawaii and all other states.   

As US citizens, Puerto Ricans can immigrate to the   

United States fairly easily in search of economic   

opportunities. Many speak Spanish, especially more   

recent arrivals. Some older immigrants choose not to   

teach Spanish to their children, thinking it would help   

them assimilate more easily if they spoke only English.   

But many of these second-generation Puerto Rican’s   

now find it hard to travel to their parent’s homeland and   

communicate with their relatives.   

Puerto Rico is a nation of great energy and cultural  

richness. Music, literature, and art flourish on the island.   

Writers such as Esmeralda Santiago, Pura Belpre, and   

Nicholosa Mohr have enriched literature both in English   

and Spanish. Other well-known Puerto Rican artists   

include painter Antonio Martorell, actress Rita Moreno,   

and drummer Tito Puente.   



Puerto Rican’s can be found in every state and industry, though most have settled in cities along the East  Coast 

and in the Midwest. Besides contributing their manual and professional work, Puerto Rican’s are often  

politically active, and many have become educators, including Antonia Pantoja, Ricardo Fernandez, Tony  Baez, 

Maria Torres-Guzman, and Carlota del Portillo. Lawyer Sonia Sotomayor made history in 2009 as the  first 

Latina woman appointed to the Supreme Court of the United States.  

 
The Pride of Being Boricua -SUMMARY?GIST 

1. The Spanish American war also affected Puerto  

Rico. The United States demanded as war prizes  

the last of Spain’s colonies: The Philippines, Guam,   

and the Mariana islands in the Pacific; and Puerto   

Rico and the Virgin Islands in the Caribbean.   

 

2. Puerto Rico became part of the US   

Commonwealth, which also includes Guam and the   

Mariana islands. The United States owns Puerto 

Rico, but it is not a state. Puerto Rican’s are citizens 

of the  United States, but they cannot vote in 

presidential elections.   

3. Some Puerto Ricans believe the island should 
become independent, since it has all the elements that usually  define a nation: its own territory, language, 
culture, history, and traditions. Others prefer the status quo,  noting that if Puerto Rico were an independent 
nation, Puerto Rican’s would no longer be US citizens. A third  group feels that, after so many years of Association 
with the United States, Puerto Rico should become a state,  with the same rights as Hawaii and all other states.   

4. As US citizens, Puerto Ricans can immigrate to the United   

States fairly easily in search of economic opportunities. Many   

speak Spanish, especially more recent arrivals. Some older   

immigrants choose not to teach Spanish to their children,   

thinking it would help them assimilate more easily if they   

spoke only English. But many of these second-generation   

Puerto Rican’s now find it hard to travel to their parent’s   

homeland and communicate with their relatives.   

 
5. Puerto Rico is a nation of great energy and cultural richness. 

Music, literature, and art flourish on the island.  Writers such as 

Esmeralda Santiago, Pura Belpre, and Nicholosa Mohr have 

enriched literature both in  English and Spanish. Other well-known 

Puerto Rican artists include painter Antonio   Martorell, actress Rita  

Moreno, and drummer Tito Puente.   

6. Puerto Rican’s can be found in every state and industry, though most have settled in cities along the East  

Coast and in the Midwest. Besides contributing their manual and professional work, Puerto Rican’s are often  



politically active, and many have become educators, including Antonia Pantoja, Ricardo Fernandez, Tony  Baez, 

Maria Torres-Guzman, and Carlota del Portillo. Lawyer Sonia Sotomayor made history in 2009 as the  first 

Latina woman appointed to the Supreme Court of the United States.   

 

 

“Pride of Being Boricua”  
-Key Vocabulary Reference Sheet  

war prizes  pieces of enemy property or land seized by the winning party during or after a war  or battle 

US Commonwealth  areas under U.S. control that are:  

1. not states  

2. self-governing  

3. living under a constitution of their own  

status quo  an existing state or condition of life or society 

flourish  to grow quickly or thrive 

Esmeralda   

Santiago 

-born May 17, 1948 in Santurce, Puerto Rico  

-Harvard graduate  

-author, actress known for her novels and memoirs 

 

Pura Belpre  
 

-February 2, 1899 – July 1, 1982 in Cidra, Puerto Rico  

-first Puerto Rican librarian in New York City  

-writer, collector of folktales, and puppeteer 

Nicholosa   

Mohr 

-born November 1, 1938 in the United States to Puerto Rican parents  -one of 

the best-known Nuyorican (a Puerto Rican living in the US, especially in  New 
York City) writers  

-first Nuyorican woman in the 20th century to have her literary works published by  

the major commercial publishing houses  

-writes about growing up in the Puerto Rican and the difficulties Puerto Rican  
women face in the United States 

Antonio   

Martorell 

-born 1939 in Santurce, Puerto Rico  

-Puerto Rican painter, graphic artist and writer  

-regularly exhibits in Puerto Rico and the US 



Rita   

Moreno 

-born December 11, 1931 in Humacao, Puerto Rico  

-Puerto Rican actress, dancer, and singer  

- 70-year career includes supporting roles in the musical films Singin' in the Rain 

(1952), The King and I (1956) and West Side Story (1961)  

-won all four major annual American entertainment awards: an Emmy, a Grammy,  

an Oscar and a Tony. 

Tito   

Puente 

-April 20, 1923 – June 1, 2000  

-born in Harlem, New York to Native Puerto Ricans  

-musician, songwriter, record producer and bandleader  

-best known for dance-oriented mambo and Latin jazz 

LOCAL CONNECTION !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! LOCAL CONNECTION 

 

Antonia Pantoja 

 

-September 13, 1922 – May 24, 2002  

-born in Puerta de Tierra, in San Juan, Puerto Rico   

-educator, social worker, feminist, civil rights leader  

-founder of ASPIRA, the Puerto Rican Forum, Boricua College and Producir -first 
Puerto Rican woman to receive the American Presidential Medal of Freedom. -
demanded that New York provide classroom instruction in transitional Spanish for  

struggling Latino students  

BPS #18 Dr. Antonia Pantoja Community School of  Excellence 

 

Sonia   

Sotomayor 

-born June 25, 1954  

-born in Bronx, New York City, to Puerto Rican-born parents  

-Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States  

-nominated by President Barack Obama on May 26, 2009 and has served since  
August 8, 2009  

-first Hispanic and Latina member of the Court 

 

 

 

APPENDIX E:  

Writing Assessment: Short Response   

What impacts has modernization had on Puerto Rican customs and traditions such as quinceañera? Please 

be sure to use at least two pieces of evidence from the text(s) or your Confirm-Challenge-Question note 

catcher to support your response.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________



_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: 9-10 
Lesson: Emancipation Curriculum Latin Americans 
Duration: 45 minutes 
Link to PPT: Stories of Arrival: Emergence of Latin Americans.pptx 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity – All Students Read – All Students Write – 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1bd9QDntiSjQX-DHwmCKfk1yzOuClutMZ/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=106645014307044129944&rtpof=true&sd=true


 All Students Explain Their Thinking – All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content - Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE:  Stories of Arrival: Emergence of Latin Americans 

 

SUMMARY: In this lesson, students will be able to analyze the narratives of Latin Americans from various 

nations of origin through the exploration of personal stories with broader historical events, including U.S. 

expansion and political and economic change in the Caribbean, Central America, and Mexico.  Students will 

be able to put human faces and experiences to geopolitical change, as well as answer the question of “Who 

is American?” by challenging stereotypical notions of Latin Americans. Students will make connections to 

historical figures by comparing their own personal experiences, all while discussing the feelings and actions 

of historical figures or fictional characters, working to understand the context and rationale.  

 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 

● analyze diverse stories of becoming part of the United States and explore the narratives of Latin 
Americans from various nations of origin. 

● understand the historical context of  personal narratives, including U.S. expansion and political and 
economic change in the Caribbean, Central America, and Mexico all while problematizing the 
question of “Who is American?” by challenging stereotypical notions of Latin Americans.  

● discuss the feelings, behaviors and actions of people in history, all while working to understand the 
context and rationale behind these decisions, feelings and behaviors.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● How are the stories you studied similar to each other? 
● How are the stories you studied different from each other? 
● Why might Puerto Ricans take issue with being perceived as immigrants?  

 

NYS STANDARDS 

ELA 

●  9-10R6: Analyze how authors employ point of view, perspective, and purpose to shape explicit and 

implicit messages (e.g., examine rhetorical strategies, literary elements and devices). 

● 9-10W2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and 

information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of 

content. 

SS  

● 9.4c: Interregional travelers, traders, missionaries, and nomads carried products and natural 
resources and brought with them enslaved people and ideas that led to cultural diffusion. 

● 10.7: DECOLONIZATION AND NATIONALISM (1900–2000): Nationalist and decolonization 
movements employed a variety of methods, including nonviolent resistance and armed struggle. 
Tensions and conflicts often continued after independence as new challenges arose. 
 



BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Discuss these principles and have students talk about how they connect to them. 

● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, gender 
identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or disbeliefs, 
immigration status, or location, matter. 

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual 
trust and understanding. 

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 

cultures. 

● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace. 
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is 

sustainable and growing. 
● Black Men we are committed to building a Black men affirming space. We reject the over 

sexualization, criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we 
are committed to dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, 
and the senseless killing of unarmed Black and brown men. 
 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 

 

VOCABULARY 

 

● Acculturation (“melting pot” or cultural pluralism): cultural modification of an individual, group, or 
people by adapting to or borrowing traits from another culture; a merging of cultures as a result of 
prolonged contact. 

● Altruistic: showing a disinterested and selfless concern for the well-being of others; unselfish 

● Assimilation (Americanization): the process of taking in and fully understanding information or 
ideas.  

● Boycott: refuse to cooperate with or participate in (a policy or event). 
● Commemorating: celebrate (an event, a person, or a situation) by doing or building something.  
● Disenfranchised: deprive (someone) of a right or privilege. 
● Forbade: refuse (someone or something) entry to a place or area. 
● Mesoamerica: the area extending approximately from central Mexico to Honduras and Nicaragua in 

which diverse pre-Columbian civilizations flourished; Central America; is a historical region and 
cultural area in North America. It extends from approximately central Mexico through Belize, 
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and northern Costa Rica. 

● “New” immigration cultural pluralism: Concept that individual ethnic groups have a right to exist on 
their own terms within the larger society while retaining their unique cultural heritages. 
 

 

TEXT AND RESOURCES 

Appendix A: Stories of Arrival Graphic Organizer  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view?usp=sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Region
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_America
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belize
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guatemala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guatemala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Salvador
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Honduras
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicaragua
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Costa_Rica


Title: Latino Americans Stories of Arrival (Videos 1-3: Individual Stories of Arrival) 

Eligio Peña (2:38) 

 Julia Alvarez (3:18) 

Bernardo Vega (4:20) 

*Note: There are YouTube videos available for Eligio and Julia that are featured in the accompanying 

PowerPoint, but there was no YouTube video for Bernardo. Bernardo’s slide links directly to the PBS Video, 

if you would prefer to watch the videos as a class instead of assigning students individually. If students are 

individually assigned, you can skip the three slides for Eligio, Julia, and Bernardo 

 

Site Link: Latino Americans Stories of Arrival 

*Note: This link takes you to the PBS lesson plan as well as the individual videos for the three people above 

and several other Latin Americans 

  

Author/Publisher: PBS Learning Media 

 

Summary: Each video shares the lived experiences of someone arriving in America. Every story is vastly 

different and pushes students to expand their understanding of stories of arrival.  

 

Appendix B: 18 Major Moments in Hispanic History That All Americans Need to Know  

Title: 18 Major Moments in Hispanic History That All Americans Need to Know  

Text Link: 18 Major Moments In Hispanic History That All Americans Need To 

Know 

Author: Roque Planas  

Summary: Major Hispanic historical events are not well-known and are a large 

part of American history. This article seeks to make these historical events well 

known and provide information to people that they may not have access to 

anywhere else. 

 

Appendix C: Frayer Model 

Frayer Model- Link to education.com website for template 

Appendix D: Writing Prompts 

 

 

LAUNCH (5 min) 

1. Facilitate a whole group discussion for students to respond to the following phrase: “Becoming 

https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/d0745ef3-c9ca-4f1f-8e41-d701fbf9c85f/eligio-pena/
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/82bac311-68de-4ce9-b134-150f70f746c4/julia-alvarez/
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/6e935661-bf87-4a38-8fd2-28d4ea43d38b/bernardo-vega/
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/15b19a60-db6b-4564-8c9a-21e116c8936b/latino-americans-stories-of-arrival-lesson-plan/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
https://www.huffpost.com/author/roque-planas
https://www.education.com/download/worksheet/172606/frayer-model.pdf


American.” Post this phrase for all students to see. Have students independently think about what 
this phrase means, how different cultural groups might view this term, and who this phrase may or 
may not apply to. After students have had time to independently reflect, open the floor for class 
discussion.  

 

 

 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (35 min) 

2. Using the Stories of Arrival Organizer (Appendix A), the students will record in the organizer, the 
different lived experiences of four people (dates, locations of origin, and arrival and story details). 
The students will watch a short video on each person, document critical information and explore the 
ways in which their stories are similar and different. This organizer can be completed independently 
or in small groups. Students will use the links below to access the videos. 
  

Video Links to use while completing the Stories of Arrival Organizer: 

 

Eligio Peña (2:38) 

             Julia Alvarez (3:18) 

             Bernardo Vega (4:20) 

 

3. After students have had time to complete their Stories of Arrival Organizer (Appendix A) engage in a 

student-centered discussion about the stories they heard. The teacher can use the following 

questions to support the discussion: 

●  How are the stories you studied similar/different from each other? 

●  Based on your research, is it possible to suggest there is a single narrative that explains 

how Latin Peoples came to the United States? Explain, citing examples from the video 

clips.  

● What are some of the important national or international events that are linked to the 

experiences of the individuals? In other words, how do these personal stories represent 

broader historical trends of political or economic change in the Americas? 

 

4. Introduce the text to students by first exploring the notion that the history often presented in 

classrooms is from one perspective. The text the students will explore today is focusing on and 

coming from another perspective. Read the title of the text to students 18 Major Moments in 

Hispanic History That All Americans Need to Know. Ask students what this title signifies, 

particularly the portion that states, “All Americans Need to Know”. Have a brief discussion. 

 

5. Read the text aloud to students. Stop after each section of the text to clarify and check for 

understanding. Before each section, review necessary vocabulary. Highlight the vocabulary, 

http://www.pbs.org/latino-americans/media/docs/classroom/en-organizer-stories-of-arrival.pdf
http://video.pbs.org/partnerplayer/9DEeJiguU-yV8qKrSmoA9Q==/?w=512&h=288&autoplay=false&start=0&end=0&chapterbar=true&toolbar=true&endscreen=true
http://video.pbs.org/partnerplayer/Q249N3ev2hZo6PSUVLyShg==/?w=512&h=288&autoplay=false&start=0&end=0&chapterbar=true&toolbar=true&endscreen=true
http://video.pbs.org/partnerplayer/Wn9F7tscUX_LIi9RY_L6lQ==/?w=512&h=288&autoplay=false&start=0&end=0&chapterbar=true&toolbar=true&endscreen=true


define the word and provide examples and nonexamples if necessary. Use the Frayer Model 

(Appendix C) if more explicit vocabulary instruction is needed.  

 

6. After the teacher has read the text aloud (Appendix B), have students choose one of the writing 

prompts. If students do not have time to complete the writing task in class, allow them to 

complete it for homework or during asynchronous instructional time. (Appendix D) See the 

prompts below: 

Prompt 1: The students can either choose one of the 18 Major Moments, read the portion of the text 

again, annotate with questions or comments and then research to learn more about the historical 

event/person. After reading and researching, the students will write an extended response sharing 

what was in the text and what they learned through their research. 

Prompt 2: Look at the list of characters on the Stories of Arrival Organizer (Appendix A). Choose one 

of the characters that was not discussed during class. Research the character and write a reflective 

piece about that character’s story of arrival.  

           For both writing prompts students need to cite their sources within the text.       

CLOSURE (5 min) 

 

7. Bring the class back together by prompting them to think about the purpose of this article. Why 
did the author feel as though they needed to write and share these historical events and people? 
Have the students complete an exit ticket sharing why they think the article was written.  
 

DIFFERENTIATION 

 

● Excerpts from the article can be pulled out to focus on specific areas 
● Reduce the number of videos from 3-2 or 3-1  
● Teacher led small group support for writing prompt 
● Excerpts from the text can be removed 
● Using audio when available 
● Use pictures to accompany vocabulary 
● Strategic students grouping  
● Highlight vocabulary within the text. 
● Chunk sections of text 
● Pose questions to check for understanding  

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

 

Video Links:  

Eligio Peña (2:38) 

Julia Alvarez (3:18) 

Bernardo Vega (4:20) 

 

Text Link: 18 Major Moments In Hispanic History That All Americans Need To Know 

Author: Roque Planas 

  

 

 

 

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher thoughts prior to the lesson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teacher thoughts following the lesson 

 

 

 

https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/d0745ef3-c9ca-4f1f-8e41-d701fbf9c85f/eligio-pena/
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/82bac311-68de-4ce9-b134-150f70f746c4/julia-alvarez/
https://ny.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/6e935661-bf87-4a38-8fd2-28d4ea43d38b/bernardo-vega/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/18-major-moments-hispanic-history_n_55f70275e4b042295e370d3c
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Appendix B: 18 Major Moments in Hispanic History That All Americans Need To Know 
Author: Roque Planas 

 
18 Major Moments in Hispanic History That All Americans Need To Know 

1.  Cabeza De Vaca 

  
 MPI via Getty Images 
 What Happened: Hispanics, including mestizos, indigenous and Afro-descended people from the area today 
known as Mexico, explored North America almost a century before the British first founded Jamestown. 
 
 Why It Matters: Hispanics aren’t foreigners in this country. Latinos, particularly those with Mesoamerican 
roots, have deeper roots in North America than those with other European backgrounds. 

 
2.  Los Angeles Founded In 1781 

  
 JOE KLAMAR via Getty Images 
 What Happened: A group of Spaniards, Afro-Latinos, indigenous people, and mestizos setting out from 
colonial-era Mexico traveled into California and founded the city of Los Angeles. 
 
 Why It Matters: As of July 2014, Los Angeles is the city with the country’s largest Hispanic population, at 
nearly 5 million. 

http://www.nps.gov/juba/planyourvisit/upload/Afro-Latino.pdf
http://www.nps.gov/juba/planyourvisit/upload/Afro-Latino.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-census-latinos-20150708-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-census-latinos-20150708-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-census-latinos-20150708-story.html


3.  José Martí Lived In New York City 

  
 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 What Happened: Poet, revolutionary and Cuban nationalist José Martí spent four years in New York City, where he 
wrote for both English- and Spanish-language newspapers, developing ideas that would influence his thinking about 
the often tense relationship between the U.S. and Latin America. 
 
 Why It Matters: Martí was one of Latin America’s greatest intellectuals, earning him a statue in front of Central 
Park in Manhattan. 

4. the U.S. Extends Citizenship To Puerto Ricans In 1917 

  
 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 What Happened: Perhaps not for the most altruistic of reasons, the United States extended both citizenship and, 
shortly after, military conscription to Puerto Rico in 1917, as World War I raged on in Europe. 
 
 Why It Matters: Puerto Ricans are American just like anyone born in the 50 states. 

http://www.biography.com/people/jos%C3%A9-mart%C3%AD-20703847#life-in-the-united-states
http://www.biography.com/people/jos%C3%A9-mart%C3%AD-20703847#life-in-the-united-states
http://www.biography.com/people/jos%C3%A9-mart%C3%AD-20703847#life-in-the-united-states
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/puerto-ricans-become-us-citizens-are-recruited-for-war-effort
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/puerto-ricans-become-us-citizens-are-recruited-for-war-effort


5. First Hispanic U.S. Senator 

  
 What Happened: Octaviano Larrazolo of New Mexico became the first Hispanic elected to the U.S. Senate. As a 
politician, he pushed to boost Hispanic representation so that the political system would reflect the state’s 
population. He also helped write portions of the state’s constitution guaranteeing that people of Mexican descent 
wouldn’t be disfranchised. 
 
 Why It Matters: Because score Team Latino! 

 

 

 

 

http://www.loc.gov/rr/hispanic/congress/larrazolo.html
http://www.loc.gov/rr/hispanic/congress/larrazolo.html


6. Mendez v. Westminster Decided 

  
 AP 
 What Happened: Before Brown v. Board of Education in 1954, the courts ruled it unconstitutional to segregate 
students of Mexican heritage into inferior schools. The plaintiff, Sylvia Mendez, sued after being turned away from a 
“whites only” public school in California. 
 
 Why It Matters: The 1947 decision from the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals helped pave the way for Brown v. 
Board of Education and played a key role in making school segregation illegal. This undated image provided by the 
U.S. Postal Service shows a 41-cent postage stamp, to be released Friday, Sept. 14 in Santa Ana, California, 
commemorating the 1946 court decision, Mendez v. Westminster School District, that paved the way for the 
nation’s school desegregation.  

Download 
7. The Longoria Affairs Shook Texas Politics In 1948 

  
 AP 
 What Happened: Private Felix Longoria was killed in the Philippines as World War II came to an end. When his body 
was recovered and returned to his hometown of Three Rivers, Texas, the director of the funeral home forbade the 
family from using the chapel because he feared white residents would disapprove. 
 
 The G.I. Forum, a civil rights organization led by Hector P. Garcia, organized a campaign that caught the attention of 
then-U.S. Sen. Lyndon Johnson. He arranged for Longoria to be buried at Arlington National Cemetery. 
 

https://app.appsflyer.com/%7B%7Bid%7D%7D?pid=Acquisition&c=US_Internal_YMktg_HuffPostMobileWebBP_House_Users&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=US_YMktg_US_YMktg&af_sub3=Mid_Evergreen_v2
https://app.appsflyer.com/%7B%7Bid%7D%7D?pid=Acquisition&c=US_Internal_YMktg_HuffPostMobileWebBP_House_Users&af_sub1=Internal&af_sub2=US_YMktg_US_YMktg&af_sub3=Mid_Evergreen_v2
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/vef01
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/vef01


 Why It Matters: This repudiation of anti-Mexican-American sentiment stands as a milestone in the march toward 
the guarantee of Latinos’ civil rights. 

8. The Cuban Revolution Comes To Power In 1959 

  
 Image via Getty Images 
 What Happened: Following the triumph of the Cuban Revolution in 1959 and its sharp leftward turn within the next 
two years, Fidel Castro established a Communist government that remains in place today.   
 
Why It Matters: More than one million Cubans left the island as the Revolution became more radical, with most of 
them settling in Miami, Florida, a city they transformed. Subsequent waves of Cubans migrated to the United States 
in the 1980s, with the Mariel boatlift, and the 1990s, after the fall of the Soviet Union upended the island’s 
economy. 

9. Delano Grape Pickers Strike Of 1965-1970 

  
 (AP Photo) 
 What Happened: In 1965, Filipino and Latino farmworker unions joined in a strike, and later a boycott of grapes in 
the Delano area of California to protest poor conditions. The five-year campaign ultimately succeeded in forcing the 
grape producers to sign union contracts. 
 
 Why It Matters: This early victory helped secure the place of the United Farm Works and its leader Cesar Chavez, all 
of whom were key players in the Latino civil rights movement. 

http://www.ufw.org/_board.php?mode=view&b_code=cc_his_research&b_no=10482
http://www.ufw.org/_board.php?mode=view&b_code=cc_his_research&b_no=10482


10. Zoot Suit Riots 

  
 (AP) 
 What Happened: In the 1940s, tensions in California rose between Chicanos and the Anglo sailors living there. 
Authorities viewed many young Chicanos, who favored baggy zoot suits, as criminals. Sailors went around beating 
them up. The tensions eventually erupted into a week of rioting in June 1943, when some 200 sailors descended 
upon Los Angeles and severely beat several “pachucos,” at times stripping the suits from their bodies. The violence 
was met with indifference from the police. 
 
 Why It Matters: The Zoot Suit Riots stand as a prominent example of the discrimination faced by the Mexican-
American community that offers context for the Latino civil rights movement. 

Subscribe to The Morning Email. 
Wake up to the day's most important news. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

http://aztlan.sdsu.edu/chicanohistory/chapter08/c08s02.html
http://aztlan.sdsu.edu/chicanohistory/chapter08/c08s02.html
http://aztlan.sdsu.edu/chicanohistory/chapter08/c08s02.html
http://research.pomona.edu/zootsuit/en/zoot-suit-la/


 11. The Killing Of Ruben Salazar 

  
 (AP) 
 What Happened: During a riot in 1970, police shot prominent journalist Ruben Salazar with a tear gas canister while 
he was drinking a beer at the Silver Dollar Bar and Cafe in Los Angeles, killing him. 
 
 Why It Matters: Salazar was one of the great Mexican-American journalists of his time, who covered local politics 
with the same vigor as he covered foreign wars. His killing is viewed by many as a symbol of the injustices 
committed against the Chicano community in California. 

12.  Roberto Clemente Helps Change MLB History 

  
 (AP) 
 What Happened: A champion of black and Hispanic rights who began his career before the end of segregation, 
Roberto Clemente was the first Latino in professional baseball to reach 3,000 hits. He played in two World Series, 
winning MVP in the 1971 games. 
 
 “My greatest satisfaction comes from helping to erase the old opinion about Latin Americans and blacks,” Clemente 
said toward the end of his career. He died in a plane crash in 1972 while delivering supplies to Nicaragua after an 
earthquake. 
 
 Why It Matters: The trailblazing Puerto Rican-born ballplayer not only built a stellar career but also acted as a 
politically conscious representative of the Latino community at a time when professional sports included few 
Hispanics. Score Team Latino! 

http://rubensalazarproject.com/2012/06/14/the-story-of-ruben/
http://rubensalazarproject.com/2012/06/14/the-story-of-ruben/
http://www.biography.com/people/roberto-clemente-9250805#baseball-career
http://www.biography.com/people/roberto-clemente-9250805#baseball-career
http://www.biography.com/people/roberto-clemente-9250805#baseball-career
http://pittsburgh.pirates.mlb.com/pit/history/pit_clemente.jsp
http://pittsburgh.pirates.mlb.com/pit/history/pit_clemente.jsp
http://www.britannica.com/hispanic_heritage/article-9024324
http://www.britannica.com/hispanic_heritage/article-9024324
http://www.britannica.com/hispanic_heritage/article-9024324


13. 1986 Immigration Reform 

  
 Former President Ronald Reagan (AP) 
 What Happened: In 1986, President Ronald Reagan signed an immigration reform into law that legalized the status 
of some 3 million people. 
 
 Why It Matters: It proves that passing comprehensive immigration legislation is possible. 

14. NAFTA Signed In 1994 

  
 AP 
 What Happened: Mexico, the United States, and Canada signed a free trade agreement in 1994 that reduced trade 
barriers between the three countries. 
 
 Though money was allowed to cross borders more freely, people were not. Millions of Mexican farmworkers lost 
their jobs as cheap U.S. imports put Mexican farms out of business. Many of those migrants eventually wound up in 
the United States. 
 
 Why It Matters: Many Americans think that Latinos leave their countries of origin in order to pursue the American 
dream. In fact, economic policies that dry up Latin American jobs drive illegal immigration more than the intangible 
lure of a foreign lifestyle. 

http://www.nationaljournal.com/magazine/for-the-future-of-immigration-reform-look-to-1986-20130523
http://www.nationaljournal.com/magazine/for-the-future-of-immigration-reform-look-to-1986-20130523
http://www.nationaljournal.com/magazine/for-the-future-of-immigration-reform-look-to-1986-20130523
http://www.npr.org/2013/12/26/257255787/wave-of-illegal-immigrants-gains-speed-after-nafta
http://www.npr.org/2013/12/26/257255787/wave-of-illegal-immigrants-gains-speed-after-nafta
http://www.npr.org/2013/12/26/257255787/wave-of-illegal-immigrants-gains-speed-after-nafta
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/immigration-latin-america_n_5168356
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/immigration-latin-america_n_5168356
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/immigration-latin-america_n_5168356


15. Prop 187 

  
 AP 
 What Happened: California Gov. Pete Wilson (R) championed this draconian referendum that would have made it 
illegal to provide public services, including schools and hospitals, to undocumented immigrants. Challenged in the 
courts, the law never went into effect. 
 
 Why It Matters: Prop 187 paved the way for a long series of anti-immigrant legislation championed by nativists 
generally allied with the Republican Party. These laws, that many Latinos view as an attack on their communities, 
help to explain why the GOP consistently underperforms among Hispanic voters. 

16.  Mexican-American Studies Banned In Arizona 

  
 (AP) 
 What Happened: Following allegations that an experimental Mexican-American Studies curriculum in Tucson, 
Arizona politicized students, Republican politicians passed legislation to shut it down. Under pressure from state 
officials, the local board of education dismantled the program, credited by independent researchers with boosting 
student achievement and fostering critical thinking skills. A lawsuit challenging the legislation has been appealed to 
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 
 
 Why It Matters: There are those in this country who feel so threatened by Hispanics that they refuse to let us learn 
our history. 

http://www.latimes.com/local/politics/la-me-pol-brown-bills-20140916-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/politics/la-me-pol-brown-bills-20140916-story.html


17. Largest Ethnic Group In The Most Populous U.S. State 

  
 FREDERIC J. BROWN via Getty Images 
 What Happened: Last year, Latinos became the largest ethnic group in the state of California, overtaking non-
Hispanic whites.  
 
Why It Matters: Latinos constantly deal with the misperception that we’re somehow more foreign than the other 
immigrant-descended people who live here. In fact, about two-thirds of U.S. Hispanics were born in this country. In 
places like California or New Mexico, where Latinos are the largest ethnic group, it’s become increasingly impossible 
to deny that Latinos are as American as everyone else. 

18.  “The Pill” Trials In Puerto Rico 

  
 Tim Matsui via Getty Images 
 What happened: Working-class Puerto Rican women were used as human guinea pigs for the birth control pill 
during the late ‘50s. Many of them were not told the pill was experimental and were unaware of the potential 
negative side effects. Additionally, their symptoms were often ignored or thought to be psychosomatic. Three 
women who participated in the trial died. No investigation was ever conducted to see if the pill had caused their 
deaths. 
 
Why it matters: The pill is a birth control method most widely used by white women, women in their teens and 
twenties, never-married and cohabiting women, childless women, and college graduates, reports the Guttmacher 
Institute. 

 

http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-census-latinos-20150708-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-census-latinos-20150708-story.html
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2014/04/29/hispanic-nativity-shift/
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2014/04/29/hispanic-nativity-shift/
http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/fb_contr_use.html
http://www.guttmacher.org/pubs/fb_contr_use.html


Appendix C: Frayer Model 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix D: Writing Prompts 
 

Choose one of the following prompts below, then write a journal response using text/video evidence to 

support your ideas.  

1. Choose one of the 18 Major Moments.  

a. Read the text again.  

b. Annotate with questions or comments and then research to learn more about the historical 

event/person.  

c. After reading and researching, write an extended response sharing what was in the text and what 

you learned through their research. 

OR 

 

2. Look at the list of characters on the Stories of Arrival Organizer (Appendix A).  

a. Choose one of the characters that was not discussed during class.  

b. Research the character and write a reflective piece about that character’s story of arrival.  
 

Be sure to include: 

● A topic sentence explaining the main idea of your journal entry 
● Text-based information  
● Your ideas clearly explained for the reader 
● A closing sentence 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 



OFFICE OF CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY 

RESPONSIVE INITIATIVES  
Emancipation Curriculum 
Grades: 11- 12 
Lesson: Puerto Rico Rebellion, Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre 
Duration: 45 minutes 
Link to PPT: 11-12 Grito de Lares & the Ponce Massacre.pptx 

BPS INSTRUCTIONAL PRIORITIES 

As you execute these lessons please remember: 

Use of District Approved Materials with Fidelity ∙ All Students Read ∙ All Students Write  

All Students Explain Their Thinking ∙ All Students Engage in Grade-Level Content ∙ Differentiation 

LESSON TITLE: Puerto Rico, Rebellion, Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre 
 
SUMMARY: In this lesson, students will read to understand and write to explain the root causes that led to 
the Grito de Lares (1868) uprising and the Ponce Massacre (1937). They will discuss the significance of both 
uprisings in Puerto Rican history and culture. Using accurate thematic vocabulary around uprisings and 
rebellions, they will write an argument to support a claim about the similarities between El Grito de Lares 
and the Ponce Massacre. 

LESSON OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to: 
● understand and explain the root causes and outcomes of the Grito de Lares uprising in Puerto Rico  
● understand and explain the root causes that led to the Ponce Massacre in Puerto Rico 
● understand and explain the significance and similarities of both events to Puerto Rican culture 
● use and apply with accuracy thematic vocabulary around uprisings and rebellions 
● write an argument to support a claim about the similarities between El Grito de Lares and the Ponce 

Massacre 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● What was the Grito de Lares insurrection in Puerto Rico in 1868? 
● What was the Ponce Massacre in Puerto Rico in 1937? 
● What were the root causes and outcomes of both historical events? 
● What are the similarities of both events and what do these similarities reveal about the history and 

culture of Puerto Rico? 

NYS STANDARDS  

English Language Arts: 

● RL.11-12.6-Analyze a case in which grasping point of view requires distinguishing what is directly 
stated in a text from what is really meant (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or understatement). 

● W.11-12.2.a-f -Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, 
concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and 
analysis of content. 

Social Studies:  
●  12.G5 PUBLIC POLICY: All levels of government—local, state, and federal—are involved in shaping 

public policy and responding to public policy issues, all of which influence our lives beyond what 
appears in the Constitution. Engaged citizens understand how to find, monitor, evaluate, and 
respond to information on public policy issues. 

 

BLACK LIVES MATTER GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Discuss the lesson related, bolded principles and have students talk about how they connect to them.  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1eeAaRtPCHmMjZbT-NSCP3PrQFF1r4M1p/edit#slide=id.p2


● Collective Value means that all Black lives, regardless of actual or perceived sexual identity, 

gender identity, gender expression, economic status, ability, disability, religious beliefs or 

disbeliefs, immigration status, or location, matter.  

● Empathy is one’s ability to connect with others by building relationships built on mutual 
trust and understanding.  

● Diversity is the celebration and acknowledgement of differences and commonalities across 
cultures.  

● Loving Engagement is the commitment to practice justice, liberation, and peace.  
● Restorative Justice is the commitment to build a beloved and loving community that is 
sustainable and growing.  

● Black Men we are committed to building a Black man affirming space. We reject the over sexualization, 
criminalization and mass incarceration of our Black boys and men. Furthermore, we are committed to 
dismantling the school to prison pipeline, adultification of Black and brown boys, and the senseless killing 
of unarmed Black and brown men.  
 

*Link to Student Friendly Guiding Principles 

 

VOCABULARY   

● Uprising: an act of resistance or rebellion; a revolt. 
● Rebellion: an act of violent or open resistance to an established government or ruler. 
● Repression: the action of subduing someone or something by force. 
● Exploitation: the action or fact of treating someone unfairly in order to benefit from their work. 
● Sedition: conduct or speech inciting people to rebel against the authority of a state or monarch. 

 

 

LAUNCH (3 min) 

1.Display the photograph and pose the 
following questions to the class:  
 
What is repression?  
What is an uprising?  
 
NOTE: To build curiosity, do not reveal 
the contents of the lesson at this 
point. Students will discover the 
history of repression and uprising in 
Puerto Rico through reading and 
writing about the anchor texts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TEXT (2 min) 

Preview the text with students. Show them the title and photo and ask, “What might this text be about?” 

El Grito de Lares by Augusto Marín 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzDclRxOTGHJnODeLxkqcZahcLeCQ9jV/view


TEXT #1: The Grito de Lares: The Rebellion of 1868 (APPENDIX B) 
Title: The Grito de Lares: The Rebellion of 1868 

Source: Library of Congress  
Summary: This article discusses the root causes and outcomes 
of the 1868 El Grito de Lares uprising in Puerto Rico. 
 
 
 
 
TEXT #2: The Ponce Massacre (APPENDIX C) 
Title: The Ponce Massacre 
Source: War Against All Puerto Ricans   
Author: Nelson A. Denis 
Summary: This article discusses the root causes and outcomes of the  
1937 Ponce Massacre in Puerto Rico.  
 

 

 

PROCEDURAL STEPS (30 min) 

2.  Review the Note Catcher: El Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre (Appendix A) with students. Tell 
students that their purpose for reading is to find 5 facts about the El Grito de Lares rebellion.  
 
3. Read aloud the article The Grito de Lares: The Rebellion of 1868.  Ask students to use their Note Catcher 
to document 5 facts about El Grito de Lares. When finished, ask them to take turns sharing-out their facts. 
Note and briefly discuss similar observations. 
 
4. Read aloud the article The Ponce Massacre. Ask students to use their Note Catcher to document 5 facts 
about the Ponce Massacre. When finished, ask them to take turns sharing-out their facts. Note and briefly 
discuss similar observations. 
 
5. Ask students to review their facts for both events. Ask them to go back to the text, think deeply about 
and provide text-based evidence in the chart to answer the question in the middle column: What are some 
similarities between El Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre?  
 
6. Now ask students to look at the bottom row of the Note Catcher. Ask them to jot down an answer, 
notes, or quotes to answer the question:  
 
What do these similarities reveal about the history and culture of Puerto Rico? 
 
NOTE: Remind students they will be using the completed chart to help formulate their response to this 
question in writing as the final assessment for this lesson. 
 
 
 
 

CLOSURE (10 min) 

7. Formative assessment/closure prompt (APPENDIX D): 
 
Review your Note Catcher. Then, select relevant and sufficient evidence from your Note Catcher and the 
text to make and support a claim about the following question:  



 
What are the similarities of both events and what do these similarities reveal about the history and culture 
of Puerto Rico? 
      
Be sure to:  

● clearly state an argument to support your claim about the similarities of both events and what they 
reveal about the history and culture of Puerto Rico. 

● use at least two pieces of relevant and sufficient evidence from your Note Catcher and the text to 
support your response.  

SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION 

(Intentionally left blank, for Special Education teachers to add the appropriate SDI for the lesson) 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION 

Note Catcher: El Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre 

TEXT #1: The Grito de Lares: The Rebellion of 1868  

TEXT #2: The Ponce Massacre (APPENDIX C) 

A presentation program (PPT, Sway, Prezi, etc.) can be used to deliver the lesson by transferring specific 

questions, embedding video and inserting graphics, to increase student engagement.  

Schoology: Create a discussion and post questions to foster student conversation and engagement about 

the lesson. A discussion post can be used as a ticket in the door/exit ticket to stimulate conversation 

around the essential questions, respond to an article/video, etc.   

Teams: Use the chat section how you would use Schoology’s discussion feature. 

Additionally, ask students to comment on a classmate’s response after posting their own. 

Assign the assessment/closure activity for students to submit virtually or in person for grading purposes.  

TEACHER REFLECTION 

Teacher Thoughts Prior to the Lesson 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teacher Reflection Following the Lesson 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n1EzRfznLJjcPEOTBUpWLHTdfgQBu8rQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n1EzRfznLJjcPEOTBUpWLHTdfgQBu8rQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n1EzRfznLJjcPEOTBUpWLHTdfgQBu8rQ/view
https://www.loc.gov/collections/puerto-rico-books-and-pamphlets/articles-%20%20and-essays/nineteenth-century-puerto-rico/rebellion-of-1868/
https://waragainstallpuertoricans.com/the-ponce-massacre/


APPENDIX A  

 

NOTE CATCHER:  

El Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre 

As you read both informational articles, locate and document 5 facts about El Grito de Lares and 5 facts 

about the Ponce Massacre.   

Now think deeply about and provide text-based evidence in the chart below to answer the question in the 

middle yellow column:  What are some similarities between El Grito de Lares and the Ponce Massacre? 

Using the completed chart, you will formulate your response to this question in writing and as the final 

assessment for this lesson. 

List 5 facts about El 

Grito de Lares: 

What are some 

similarities between 

El Grito de Lares 

and the Ponce 

Massacre? 

List 5 facts about 

the Ponce 

Massacre: 

1.  1. 

2.  2. 

3.  3. 

4.  4. 

5.  5. 

What do these similarities reveal about the history and culture of Puerto Rico? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX B  
 

The Grito de Lares: The Rebellion of 1868 

Frustrated by the lack of political and economic freedom, and enraged by the continuing repression on the island, 

Puerto Rico's pro-independence movement staged an armed rebellion in 1868. Known as the Grito de Lares (the 

"Cry of Lares"), the rebellion broke out on September 23, 1868. It was planned by a group led by Dr. Ramón 

Emeterio Betances and Segundo Ruiz Belvis, who on January 6, 1868, founded the Comité Revolucionario de Puerto 

Rico (Revolutionary Committee of Puerto Rico) from their exile in the Dominican Republic. Betances authored 

several proclamas, or statements, attacking the exploitation of the Puerto Ricans by the Spanish colonial system and 

called for immediate insurrection. The proclamas soon circulated throughout the island as local dissident groups 

began organizing. Secret cells of the Revolutionary Committee were established involving members from all sectors 

of society, including landowners, merchants, professionals, peasants, and slaves. 

Although plans originally called for the insurrection to begin on September 29, their discovery by Spanish authorities 

forced the rebels to move the date up. They agreed to strike first at the town of Lares on September 23. On that 

day, some four to six hundred rebels gathered in the hacienda of Manuel Rojas, located in the vicinity of Pezuela, on 

the outskirts of Lares. Poorly trained and armed, the rebels reached the town by horse and foot around midnight. 

They looted local stores and offices owned by peninsulares and took over the city hall, proclaiming the new Republic 

of Puerto Rico. Spanish merchants and local government authorities, considered by the rebels to be enemies of the 

fatherland, were taken prisoner. The following day, September 24, the republic was proclaimed under the 

presidency of Francisco Ramírez. All slaves who had joined the uprising were declared free citizens. 

The rebel forces then departed from Lares to take over the next town, San Sebastián del Pepino. The Spanish militia, 

however, surprised the group with strong resistance and caused the rebels to retreat back to Lares under the 

leadership of Manuel Rojas. Upon an order from Governor Julián Pavía, the Spanish militia quickly rounded up the 

rebels and brought the insurrection to an end. Some 475 rebels were imprisoned, Manuel Rojas among them. 

On November 17, a military court imposed the death penalty for treason and sedition on all prisoners. Nevertheless, 

in an effort to ameliorate the tense atmosphere on the island, the incoming governor, José Laureano Sanz, dictated 

a general amnesty early in 1869 and all prisoners were released. 

The first formal account of the Grito de Lares was written by a Spanish resident of Puerto Rico, José Pérez Moris, 

with collaboration from Luis Cueto. It was published in 1872 as Historia de la Insurrección de Lares and appears in 

this online collection. Its main purpose was to present a strong case for the conservative cause on the island by 

showing that separatist forces were strong in Puerto Rico and thus a serious threat to the established order. 

 

SOURCE: Library of Congress 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.loc.gov/resource/g4390.ct000351/
https://www.loc.gov/resource/g4970.ct000492/
https://www.loc.gov/item/03002727/


APPENDIX C 

WAR AGAINST ALL PUERTO RICANS 

Revolution and Terror in America’s Colony 

In 1934, Pedro Albizu Campos led an island-wide agricultural strike which paralyzed the US sugar corporations and 

won a great victory for the sugar cane workers, by raising their wages from 45 cents to $1.75 per 12-hour day. 

From that moment on, Albizu was a marked man. Arson and bomb threats were made against his home. FBI agents 

tapped his phone, read his mail, and followed him all over the island. In 1936 he was arrested and imprisoned for 

“advocating the overthrow of the US government.” 

On March 21, 1937, in his hometown of Ponce, a peaceful march was organized on behalf of Albizu Campos. It was 

Palm Sunday. Men, women and children arrived from all over the island, dressed in their Sunday finest, waving palm 

fronds at each other. A five-piece band started playing La Borinqueña (the Puerto Rican national anthem) as the 

peaceful march began. And then a shot rang out. 

Iván Rodriguez Figueras fell like a rag doll. A second shot exploded and an 18-year-old poking his head out a window, 

fell down dead. A third shot dropped Obdulio Rosario, carrying a palm leaf crucifix. Everyone tried to run in all 

directions – but they couldn’t escape because two hundred policemen with Tommy guns and rifles were stationed 

all around them. They blocked every escape route and created a killing zone. Then they started firing. A boy was 

shot on a bicycle. A father tried to shield his dying son and was shot in the back. An old man flew upward, his body 

split almost in two. 

The police fired for over ten minutes. They shot into several corpses. They fired over the corpses, as if they didn’t 

exist. They chased people down the side streets, shooting and clubbing anyone they could find. They clubbed a man 

to death on his own doorstep. They clubbed 53-year-old Maria Hernandez del Rosario on the head so hard, that her 

gray matter spilled out onto the street and people kept slipping on it. They shot a 7-year-old girl in the back, as she 

ran to a nearby church.  They shot a man on his way home, as he yelled “I’m a National Guardsman.” 

They shot men, women and children in the back, as they were trying to run away. The bullets flew everywhere. A 

Cadet of the Republic, Bolivar Márquez Telechea, dragged himself to a wall. Just before dying, with his own blood, 

he managed to write “Long live the Republic, down with the Murderers,” and signed it with three crucifixes. A few 

moments later, Bolivar Márquez Telechea stopped moving forever.  

The police shot for thirteen minutes. By the time they finished, seventeen men, one woman and a 7-year-old girl 

were dead, dozens were maimed for life, and over two hundred more were gravely wounded – moaning, crawling, 

bleeding, begging for mercy in the street. The air seethed with gun smoke, as everyone moved in a fog of disbelief. 

The policemen swaggered about. Blood covered the entire scene. When the smoke finally cleared over Aurora and 

Marina streets, the following lay dead: 

Ivan G. Rodriguez Figueras 

Juan Torres Gregory 

Conrado Rivera Lopez 

Georgina Maldonado (7-year-old girl) 

Jenaro Rodriguez Mendez 

Luis Jimenez Morales 

Juan Delgado Cotal Nieves 



Juan Santos Ortiz 

Ulpiano Perea 

Ceferino Loyola Pérez (insular police) 

Eusebio Sánchez Pérez (insular police) 

Juan Antonio Pietrantoni 

Juan Reyes Rivera 

Pedro Juan Rodriguez Rivera 

Obdulio Rosario 

Maria Hernandez del Rosario 

Bolivar Márquez Telechea 

Ramon Ortiz Toro 

Teodoro Velez Torres 

When there was no one left to shoot, the Police Chief did some quick thinking. He noticed that a cameraman from El 

Mundo, Ángel Lebrón Robles, was running all over the street photographing everything. He also noticed a police 

officer, Eusebio Sánchez Pérez, who had been killed by their own machine gunfire. Orbeta called over the El Mundo 

photographer, plus several of his men, and staged a series of “live action” photos to show that the police were” 

returning fire” from Nationalists who were, at this point, lying dead in the street. 

Officer Sánchez Pérez killed in the police crossfire. 

A photo showed two officers “exchanging fire” with no one. There’s no one left in the street, a dead body lies about 

twenty feet away, and right in front of them lay a ghoulish prop – the corpse of dead officer Sánchez Pérez (again). 

Police “exchange fire” with no one, with Pérez as a prop. The Chief of Police and two men scan the rooftops for 

“Nationalist snipers.” Everyone is neatly arranged yet again, around the corpse of Officer Eusebio Sánchez Pérez – to 

suggest that Nationalists were “shooting down” at the police, who were only engaged in “self-defense.” 

Police “search for snipers” on the rooftops. 

The transparent ruse did not work. Every island newspaper reported that there was no one to “exchange fire” with. 

Six days after the massacre, Florete magazine ran an illustration by popular cartoonist Manuel de Catalán. “Now we 

can say that they shot at us from the rooftops.” 

It was an exact re-creation of the staged photo with the Police Chief and his two hapless policemen: staring up at 

the rooftops, looking for non-existent snipers, while the photographer says “cheese.” Under the cartoon, the 

caption read: “Ahora podemos decír que nos dispararon desde las azoteas.” (Now we can say that they fired at us 

from the rooftops). 

A doctor from a local hospital, José A. Gándara, testified that many of the wounded he’d seen – including women 

and children – had been shot in the back. Ever island newspaper, especially El Imparcial and El Mundo, ran photos of 

the scene: showing walls and buildings pockmarked from all the machine gun fire. Their front pages screamed about 

the Ponce Massacre, and repeated the words of Bolivar Márquez Telechea, which had been written in his own 

blood: 



In the towns of Ponce and Mayagüez, over 20,000 mourners attended the funeral ceremonies for the victims. An 

independent commission reviewed all the evidence and photographs. Over 30,000 people swarmed into San Juan’s 

Plaza Baldorioty, and the University of Puerto Rico campus in Rio Piedras, to hear the commission findings. After a 

ten-day investigation they determined that the Palm Sunday shootings were not a “riot” by Puerto Ricans, but a 

police MASSACRE. 

To this day, the Ponce Massacre stands as a monument of official brutality: a terrorist act by the government itself. 

It was a message from the U.S. to the people of Puerto Rico. It was a state-sponsored slaughter of unarmed men, 

women and children, for the purpose of frightening them into total submission. It was murder in broad daylight, on 

Palm Sunday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX D- Formative Assessment/Closure Prompt  

Review your Note Catcher from the articles. Then, select relevant and sufficient evidence to make and support 

a claim about the following question:  

What are the similarities of both events and what do these similarities reveal about the history and culture of 

Puerto Rico? 

Be sure to:  

• Clearly state an argument to support your claim about the similarities of both events and what they 

reveal about the history and culture of Puerto Rico 

• Use at least two pieces of relevant and sufficient evidence from the video and text to support your 

response.  
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